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Our Environment
New Zealand Land Search and Rescue Incorporated (LandSAR) was established as an incorporated
society in 1994. We are a national volunteer organisation which provides land search and rescue
services to lost, missing and injured all over New Zealand. Our volunteers are known for operating in
New Zealand’s in wilderness and rural areas, canyons, alpine areas and caves. However, increasingly
we are being called to search urban and suburban areas for vulnerable members of our communities.

Our People
Our unpaid professionals offer their specialist search and rescue skills free to the public 24 hours a day,
7 days a week via the New Zealand Police, the Rescue Coordination Centre and other lead agencies
such as NEMA, FENZ and MPI. From July 2018 to June 2019 our members donated over 131,000
hours of their time, saving 32 people, rescuing 191 and assisting another 477.
We have over 3500 trained search and rescue volunteers who are members of 61 local groups
covering the length and breadth of New Zealand. In addition, we have specialist teams such as Search
Dogs, Caving, Canyoning, Alpine Cliff Rescue, Swift Water Rescue and WanderSearch, who operate
on a local level where there is a requirement for these particular skills.
The LandSAR Board is the governance body of the organisation and is comprised of both elected and
independent Directors. The Board appoints the Chief Executive who delivers an annual management
plan to support the Board’s strategies. The CE is supported by a small team of salaried National
Support Office Staff.
Our Patron is Lieutenant General Sir Jeremiah ‘Jerry’ Mateparae GNZM QSO.

Our Culture
We are an organisation that is thoroughly engaged with our communities. We work in partnership with
others at every level, national, local and individual, and we strive to provide mutual support and benefits
back into society. We aspire to be reflective of our communities, and are driven to not only provide an
emergency response, but also to educate and raise awareness to help prevent incidents occurring. To
achieve our aims we must be adaptable, safety conscious, collaborative and constantly improving.
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Our Māori name is Rapa Taiwhenua. Rapa has two meanings, to spread out and to search. Taiwhenua
means rural or land that is not urban or well-populated. While this is not a direct translation of
LandSAR New Zealand into Māori, the message lies in the intent. When Rapa Taiwhenua is applied in
its broadest sense, it encompasses and amplifies all aspects of LandSAR "to search on the land".

Our Vision, Mission, Purpose and Values
LandSAR Vision statement:
We are Land Search and Rescue – Everywhere for Everyone

LandSAR Mission:
Providing Search and Rescue assistance to the lost, missing and injured

LandSAR Purpose statement:
LandSAR primary objectives are to:
1. Provide effective and efficient land search and rescue capability throughout New Zealand in collaboration
with the New Zealand Police, Rescue Coordination Centre, and other agencies as required, consistent
with NZ LandSAR Inc approved standards.
2. Further, the education of the public of New Zealand in matters related to Search and Rescue.
3. Provide education, training and assessment in Land-based Search and Rescue and emergency
management.
4. Provide internationally recognised, effective and efficient operational Land Search and Rescue throughout
New Zealand at a standard equal to or better than international best practice.

Values

Key Message Concept

Voluntary Service

We do not charge for
search and rescue
services.

Independence

We act in the interest of
the missing person.

As a not for profit NGO, we have no commercial or
political agenda. Our primary interest is to assist the lost,
missing or injured subject and their whanau.

We offer our services
equally to all.

We treat all lost, missing or injured the same regardless
of country of origin, race, religion, ethnicity, or the reason
they are lost missing or injured – every life is worth our
service.

Impartiality

Value to Stakeholders
Trained, competent professional volunteers providing
search and rescue support to coordinating authorities.
Our motivation is altruism and the desire to give
something back to our wider communities
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Our Strategy
The LandSAR strategy shows how we intend to achieve our purpose of providing SAR services to the
lost, missing and injured. We have identified the critical success factors we need to achieve in order to
realise our purpose and vision.
These critical success factors and associated strategic initiatives form the basis of our strategy map.
Understanding the strategy map
In 2016 we developed strategic goals based on three Critical Success Factors (CSF’s). These are still
valid, interrelated and part of the organisation’s annual planning – these must be right to achieve our
purpose and vision, so we have added an additional factor to round out our future strategies:
Strong and Sustainable Relationships
Well Supported and Engaged Groups and Specialist Teams
Service and Organisational Quality
Financial Sustainability
Each Critical Success Factor is supported by its associated strategic initiatives. Strategic initiatives are
bunched into “how” or action groupings. Achieving one strategic initiative will affect others and take us
one step closer to achieving our vision.
Achieving our Strategic Initiatives
The following pages list the strategic initiatives we will implement over the coming years to achieve our
Critical Success Factors. Strategic initiatives are linked with our CSFs. Together the four CSF and the
strategic initiatives provide a planning tool that identifies how we will achieve our vision and mission.
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Our Critical Success Factors

Strong and Sustainable Relationships – Collaboration and mutual support
LandSAR’s Relationships and partnerships enhance its reputation and influence within the national and
international SAR sectors as well as the wider New Zealand society. Through effective working
relationships, we can continue to meet the needs of the SAR sector, our lead agencies and the lost,
missing and injured.

Well Supported and Engaged Groups and Specialist Teams - Sustainability
Sufficient capacity exists within LandSAR NZ to consistently meet the requirements of the coordinating
agencies. We embrace the responsibility of providing safe and effective environments for LandSAR
members by making our support and training meaningful. We provide our groups with the solutions
they need in a positive and supportive manner.

Service and Organisational Quality - Fit for Purpose
LandSAR’s workforce is sustainable and has the necessary skills, knowledge and equipment to carry
out their SAR responsibilities safely and competently every time. Through greater search and rescue
experiences, we empower pioneering change for the SAR sector, LandSAR Groups, Staff, and
Members.

Financial Sustainability - Membership and stakeholder value
We will diversify and grow our income/funding in order to return value to our membership, stakeholders
and the public of New Zealand.
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Our Strategic Initiatives

Strong and
Sustanable
Relationships

• Maintain effective relationship management process and systems.
• Build and maintain a high level of public of trust and recognition.
• Continually improve the effectiveness and quality of our services and advice.
• Recognise and cultivate excellence.
• The board receives the necessary logistical, decision and developmental support
required to enable it to meet its duty of care and governance responsibilities.

• Groups and specialist teams are well governed and have in place appropriate
policies and plans to ensure they can meet their statutory and membership
obligations.
• Recruit, develop and retain a professional, diverse and sustainable volunteer land
Well Supported search and rescue workforce.
and Engaged
• A nationwide network of well supported and engaged groups and specialist teams
Groups and
with appropriate capacity to meet the SAR needs of their area of operation.
Specialist Teams • Communications with and between members demonstrates a united and progressive
organisation.
• LandSAR’s safety management system is fit for purpose and integrated into
everyday activity.

Service and
Organisational
Quality

• Personnel have full access to a cost effective quality assured training curriculum that
enables role progression through complimentary training pathways and blended
learning options that delivers on required competencies.
• All of our volunteers have the necessary equipment and communication sources to
meet operational and safety needs.
• All of our volunteers are actively engaged in a competency framework that describes
the operational roles and articulates the skills and knowledge required to carry out
those roles competently and safely.
• Personnel are aware of and fully comply with their responsibilities in regard to the
safety of themselves and others.
• Ensure quality assurance programmes.
• Invest in innovation and R&D to ensure ongoing international best practices.

• Cultivate partnerships.
• Sustanable inccome to met current and future needs.
• Deliver group/membership value.

Financial
Sustainability

•Maintain a stable business model.
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